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Teaching the next generation to care for our natural environment.

Coalville Education Partnerships have worked with Local Authorities to design and build, restore, improve and maintain 
outdoor spaces and wildlife reserves.

Our students have benefitted from their involvement in these projects which remain open for the recreation and 
enjoyment of the community.

Recognised vocational qualifications in Land Based Studies and Construction are perfectly suited for integration into 
care for the green environment. 

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.
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Students on a work experience scheme removed old, rotten fencing and rabbit fence replacing it with new timber fence.

Land based studies students worked on pathway maintenance and tree management.

During this project, Young People developed their work skills whilst serving their community. 
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NWLDC Nature Alive Reserve 

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.
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CEP on tour 

Our tutors and students have worked on and completed several 
off-site projects such as the Ibstock Cycle Training Park, 

designed and built by our team.

https://www.coalvilleep.org.uk/ibstock-cycle-park

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.

https://www.coalvilleep.org.uk/ibstock-cycle-park
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Tenancy and Trust 

CEP Ltd is the Tenant of Holly Hayes Wood.

The Trust, Friends of Holly Hayes Wood Ltd, trusts CEP to manage the woodland for the benefit of resident wildlife and 
the safety and enjoyment of visitors.

The organisation has updated the Woodland Management Plan and applied for a Felling Licence. Both of which are 
now approved.

The plan will be closely adhered to, resulting improvements to resident wildlife communities and habitat will be 
monitored and regular inspection by The Forestry Commission and visits from The National Forest Company will 
ensure compliance with industry best practice. 

CEP has a track record of delivering Horticulture and Construction projects in open, public spaces whilst teaching  Land 
Management qualifications. Our involvement in Holly Hayes enables us to continue and extend our courses creating 
opportunities for many more young people and members of the community at large.

CEP is a not for profit CIC and is accountable to all funders

CEP has accessed funding for ALL work carried out so far in Holly Hayes and reports to each individual funding body.

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.
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A derelict woodland 

Holly Hayes is dying. 

The unmanaged regeneration of the woodland since extensive felling at the beginning of the 1900s and between the 
wars, has allowed holly to dominate the former plantation and to stifle areas of the field layer in the old wood. 

Diversity of the tree stand is reducing as seedlings cannot establish under the evergreen shadow of the holly. Wildlife 
which depends on the inherent diversity of a managed woodland is becoming extinct in parts of the woodland. 
Putting pressure on fragile communities as opportunities and available forage slips into steep decline.

Sycamore, once managed for firewood has out grown more valuable tree species such as oak and is causing canopy 
die back and eventual reductions in the oak stand. Large dead limbs in the high canopy pose their own dangers to 
those walking below.

The reviewed management plan is designed to address these threats and bring balance back to the stand. 

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.
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Research

In accordance with industry best practice CEP has conducted:

• Environmental impact survey
• Tree survey 
• Phase three wildlife survey
• (Bat survey – in process)

All this information has informed the review of the Forestry Commission Approved Plan.

This process started in 2019 and the plan was finally submitted to the Forestry Commission in July ‘20 and was 
signed off in Jan 21.

The management work was most recently inspected by the Forestry Commission on Tuesday 27th March 20201
See below on – Why we manage our trees

https://www.tombarnesblog.com/wood-for-the-trees-2-on-why-we-manage-our-woodlands/

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.

https://www.tombarnesblog.com/wood-for-the-trees-2-on-why-we-manage-our-woodlands/
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What happens if  Holly Hayes is not managed?

Currently there are 400 applications going through for destruction of ancient woodland or ancient trees.
The woodland is at risk of sale to developers if for example, the Trust disbands and hands over the land to the Crown. 
Similarly, The Registrar of Companies can strike off a company for failure to comply with its legal obligations, for 
example, the management of a public space for safety and in this case the conservation of wildlife communities.
Assets owned by a company such as the Trust automatically return to the Crown when it is dissolved. This is called 
Bona Vacantia.

People can then apply direct to the Crown to purchase it at market value. This is a fast track for housing developers to 
acquire building land.

Keeping Holly Hayes in management by a sustainable business will ensure the wood remains for future generations.

https://www.localgovernmentlawyer.co.uk/planning/401-planning-news/41136-planners-ignoring-new-curbs-on-
destroying-ancient-woodland-says-woodland-trust

https://www.channel4/news/ancient-woodland-building-housing-hs2-owen-paterson

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.

https://www.localgovernmentlawyer.co.uk/planning/401-planning-news/41136-planners-ignoring-new-curbs-on-destroying-ancient-woodland-says-woodland-trust
https://www.channel4/news/ancient-woodland-building-housing-hs2-owen-paterson
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Legal requirements and Health & Safety 

Whilst felling various paths must be shut off for Health and Safety reasons. 

Tracks in Holly Hayes are permissive which means visitors may use these routes at the discretion of the land owner. 
The Trust and CEP has closed all permissive paths on several occasions.

This status must remain so that management and the safety of visitors can continue.

The link below is an example of what looks like a perfectly good tree damaged internally and unsafe.
Poor tree management leads to injury and death.

Exploding Oak Tree -YouTube

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beSkJ0HR4Yw
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Felling quantities at Holly Hayes are very conservative. Initial, restorative 
tree felling includes the felling of dangerous trees, reduction of the holly 
stand and taking sycamore out of the high canopy.

This will continue until 2026 and a total of 562 cubic metres of wood will 
be felled. After this phase is complete, a further review of the 
management plan will be made and another felling licence may be 
applied for.

Felling season is from the end of Sept – end of March. 

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.
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Veteran trees are becoming dangerously unstable. The understory is 
choked with rampant holly which is preventing regeneration of other 
tree species and valuable field layer flora.

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.
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Brush cutting 

This is a necessary part of woodland management. Removing course and rigorous flora allows the emergence of 
dormant flowering herbs in the field layer. More flowers equals more insects and more food for birds and small 
mammals.

Logs from felled trees are usually collected but due to criminality in HH we have to keep the wood in large cords to 
prevent theft. We are currently unable to move some of the felled wood as our tractor was destroyed in the recent 
arson attack. Over winter, some tracks are  too wet to get a larger pieces of equipment in.

Our brash policy

Brash is left as per the plan – this is conservation. The brash is inoculated by the many hundreds of fungi species found 
in Holly Hayes and begins to break down, insects move in to further degrade the brash and complete life cycles. Birds 
and small mammals benefit from increased food availability. The brash and dead wood eventually becomes part of the 
growing medium and locks in carbon that could have been released through chipping or burning– this is basic 
woodland ecology and important for developing diversity.

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.
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The brook is often polluted with surface water from nearby roads, raw sewage from overflowing sewers, silt from 
surrounding arable land and quarries and heavy metal contamination. The course was once a trout stream, busy 
with aquatic life including trout and crayfish. Alterations in its course, pollution and uncontrolled silting has 
destroyed this important habitat.

For years, residents have highlighted multiple issues with the water ways .

Severn Trent have been contacted on various occasions for the past few years as it is their statutory duty to ensure 
the water ways remain free from household waste and debris.

CEP have highlighted this and had conversations with various agencies to get this remedied.

CEP have also made safe some of the drain covers that were reported to have ‘popped off’  causing a substantial 
risk to walkers. (Severn Trent legal obligation)
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Criminal Damage

Multiple issues of criminality –
• Fires 
• Arson
• Break-ins
• Drinking
• Substance misuse
• Illegal felling
• Dog waste – poo bags hanging from trees and in the undergrowth
• Threats and verbal aggression 

There have been several incidents recorded at NWLDC under ASB and through the police where people have 
threatened staff and taken property.

Staff at CEP have been subject to verbal and physical threats – CEP is speaking to the Rural Police team and have 
recorded several incidents.

(employment law – work without threat or abuse)

This is a cost to CEP and its funders and reduces our ability to deliver training and employment to local community 
members.

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.
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Green Recovery and a Sustainable Future 

“With its focus on tree planting and land management for wildlife and woodland, the (The Environment) Bill gives us 
hope that we are emerging from COVID-19 into a world that lives in harmony with nature.”

Director at Community Forest Trust

Councillor Tony Gillard, Portfolio Holder for Business and Regeneration at NWLDC, said: “We are in challenging times 
and we need to do everything we can to ensure local people are being matched to opportunities and being kept in 
employment.”

In the last two years CEP has delivered training in Holly Hayes to:

• GCSE (vocational students) – Construction and Land management – 6 students
• Outdoor challenge and orientation –10 students
• Free Archery sessions. Young people aged 12 – 14
• Conservation and bushcraft sessions – aged 12 – 16 18 participants
• Kickstart (Gov.uk) employment opportunities – 2 young people currently with CEP

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.
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Under The Canopy

www.coalvilleep.org.uk.

UNDER THE CANOPY IS A NEW INITIATIVE DESIGNED BY CEP TO DELIVER EDUCATION, TRAINING AND 
COMMUNITY ACTIVITES TO A WIDE RANGE OF AGE GROUPS WITHIN WOODLAND AND SCHOOL LOCATIONS

CEP already conducts training and education outdoors in construction and woodland 
management.
Covered classroom spaces and welfare facilities are ready waiting in the wood and a 
suite of short courses and practical science activities are available to local schools. 

School children, students, SEN, disabled clients and local groups will be able to access 
the woodland for social, therapeutic activities, vocational training and working toward 
qualifications in horticulture, land based studies and science. 

Our ongoing projects managing the wood, producing products and food, and our on and 
off-site education services will be staffed by local people.

The site will remain open access for local all to enjoy safe recreation in beautiful 
surroundings.

See more information of CEP – www.coalvilleep.org.uk

http://www.coalvilleep.org.uk/
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01530 814 203

Generalenquiries.cep@gmail.com


